ABSTRACT: It has often been argued that functional individuating classifiers and plural count nouns ought to be in complementary distribution (e.g. Borer 2005; Chierchia 2010). This apparently works neatly for Chinese and English. Russian, however, is an interesting case. On the one hand it has count nouns which can be directly modified by numerals. On the other hand it has three classifiers, štuka 'item',čelovek 'person' and golova 'head', which optionally occur in numeral constructions with plural nouns and look very much like functional individuating classifiers (cf. Sussex 1976; Yadroff 1999) . I show that a closer look at the data reveals that apparently count constructions using these optional classifiers have properties of measure constructions such as five liters of water. Based on that I argue that these classifiers are not individuating classifiers but are measure words which measure mass denotations in terms of natural units in the sense of Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1995 .
INTRODUCTION
The literature on the semantics of counting and mass/count distinction commonly distinguishes between classifier and non-classifier languages. In classifier languages, for example Mandarin, all nouns, even Functional Unit Classifiers 2 those which refer to clearly distinguishable individuals, cannot be counted directly and require a classifier (1). Such classifiers are referred to as individual, sortal (Chao 1968; Lyons 1977; Cheng & Rint 1998) , natural unit or object unit classifiers (Krifka 1989 (Krifka , 1995 Classifier languages are contrasted with non-classifier languages such as English, which have count nouns that can be directly modified by numerals (2).
(2) a. five eggs b. five workers c. five cows
The proposed terminology is misleading. Non-classifier languages also use individuating classifiers to count (cf. Rothstein 2009, in press, this volume and Landman 2004, this volume) . Some illustrative examples of counting constructions with classifiers are shown in (3). In (3a) individual pieces of furniture are counted, in (3b) individuals bottles filled with cognac are counted and (3c) refers to individual chocolate bars.
(3) a. We bought five amazing pieces/items of furniture. b. To our utmost surprise we found five bottles of cognac of different sizes in our mini-bar. c. The shopkeeper put five bars of fine Belgium chocolate with different flavorings in front of me.
separate grammatical category. These are functional expressions at type <k, <e,t>> which denote functions from kinds to sets of instantiations of the kind (Krifka 1995; Chierchia 1998; Li 2013) . Sortal classifiers do not contribute any novel truth-conditional content to sentences in which they occur (although they presuppose that the individuals they pick out have certain properties), and perform a purely grammatical function of mapping a mass noun onto a count predicate (Li 2013) . In contrast, Rothstein (2009; in press ) has shown that English count classifiers are a lexical category. They are count relational nouns at type <<e,t>,<e,t>> which take mass or plural count predicates as arguments and map them onto count plural predicates with a different lexical meaning. Some theories of the mass/count distinction suggest that count nouns and sortal classifiers ought to be in complementary distribution (e.g. Borer 2005; Chierchia 2010 ). If a language has a category of count nouns it will not need a separate functional category of individuating items and, conversely, a language which has only mass nouns will require a separate syntactic category of individuators. This apparently works neatly for English and Mandarin.
2 Recent studies, however, reveal that some languages do not fit the proposed dichotomy. Hungarian, for example, has both count nouns and sortal classifiers (Schvarcz 2014, in press; Schvarcz & Rothstein in press) .
Against this background, Russian is an interesting case. On the one hand it has count nouns (4) which can be counted directly and used as individuating classifiers (5) . On the other hand it has a small class of classifiers which optionally occur in counting constructions. This class includes three items: štuka, celovek and golova (6) (Sussex 1976) . These classifiers apparently designate countable units (Ožegov & Švedova 2008) and do not add lexical content to the expressions in which they appear and, therefore, look very much like sortal classifiers. Given the assumption that the only function of sortal classifiers is to map non-count denotations onto count, why would they occur with plural nouns as in (6) which are count in the first place? More specifically there are at least three questions to be asked: (i) Are these classifiers nominal or functional? (ii) What kind of complements do they take? (iii) What is their semantic function? In this paper I address these questions in turn and claim that: (i) While predmet and butylka in (5) are lexical nouns, štuka,čelovek and golova in (6) are, as observed in Sussex (1976) and Yadroff (1999) , functional expressions, like sortal classifiers in Mandarin; (ii) However, štuka,čelovek and golova, unlike sortal classifiers in Mandarin and like nominal classifiers in English, take predicates and not kind-denoting terms as their complements; (iii) Apparently count expressions with štuka,čelovek and golova have properties of measuring expressions. Based on that I propose that these classifiers are not individuating expressions but are a closed set of functional measure expressions at type <n,<e,t>> analogous to liter, which measure quantities of entities in Vol. 11: Number: Cognitive, Semantic and Crosslinguistic Approaches terms of natural/object units in the sense of Krifka (1995 Krifka ( , 1989 .
The paper is structured as follows. In the following section we briefly discuss the semantics of counting constructions in Mandarin and English, focusing on the differences between functional and nominal classifiers. In section 3 I show, following Yadroff (1999) that štuka, celovek and golova are not lexical nouns. In section 4 I bring evidence that these classifiers do not operate on kinds but take predicates as their complements. In section 5 we discuss the differences between counting and measuring expressions and I will show that štuka,čelovek and golova are best analyzed as measure words referring to natural units. Section 6 presents the central conclusions.
BACKGROUND

Counting Classifiers in Classifier Languages (Mandarin) are Functional Expressions at type <k,<e,t>
Linguists agree that Mandarin classifiers such as in (1) have properties of functional heads rather than of nominal (lexical) expressions (Tang 1990; Cheng & Sybesma 1999; Li 2013) . Firstly, as seen in (1) individual classifiers, unlike lexical expressions, do not add any "descriptive content" (Li 2013) . They presuppose certain properties of nouns which they select (e.g. ge is a general classifier, ke is a classifier for plants, zhi is used with nouns denoting animals). Secondly, many classifiers cannot be used as nouns (Li 2013) . For example, a classifier zhi cannot be used to make reference to an animal, even if preceded by another sortal classifier (7). [Li 2013:28] Li (2013) points out that some classifiers (especially container classifiers) may have a nominal use. But then they behave differently when used as classifiers and as nouns. For example, when xiang 'box' is used www.thebalticyearbook.org Functional Unit Classifiers 6 as a classifier, it is directly preceded by one (8a), whereas as a noun it requires a sortal classifier to be counted (8b). (8) a. yi one xiang Cl box pingguo apple 'a box of apples' b. yi one *(ge) Cl general xiang box 'one box' [Li 2013:25] Thirdly, Mandarin classifiers form a closed class. "Each subtype of classifier has stable and conventionalized members" [Li 2013:23] . This is a characteristic of functional expressions (cf. Abney 1987) .
It has been argued extensively that all nouns in Mandarin are noncountable mass expressions which denote kinds (Krifka 1995; Chierchia 1998; Yang 2001; Li 2011 Li , 2013 . Individuating classifiers then serve to derive countable predicates from these non-countable kind-denoting terms. Formal compositional analyses of Mandarin classifiers as operators on kinds are found in Krifka (1995) ; Chierchia (1998); Li (2011 Li ( , 2013 ; Li & Rothstein (2012); Rothstein (in press ). The interpretation in (9) is a simplified version of the analysis proposed in Li & Rothstein (2012) and Rothstein (in press ). Classifiers are operators at type <k, <e,t>> applying to a kind denoting mass noun at type k and producing a predicate which denotes the set of individual (atomic) instantiations of that kind which can be counted (9) . The proposed interpretation reflects the fact that the classifier presupposes that nouns with which it can combine have certain properties. For example, zhi is a classifier for animals (e.g. yi zhi mao 'one Cl cat') and tiao is a classifier for longshaped entities (e.g. yi tiao he 'one Cl river'). If a classifier is used in such a way that the presupposition is not satisfied the whole expression will be infelicitous (# yi tiao mao).
The interpretation of count classifiers in Mandarin: Cl <k, <e,t>> = λkλx. x ∈ ∪ k Presupposition:
∪ k ⊆ {x: x ∈ P} Cl applies to a kind denoting term and generates the set of individual atomic instantiations of k. It is presupposed that every individual in this set has a property P The proposed interpretation is developed on the basis of the following assumptions about the semantics of counting expressions: (i) Counting is a cardinal operation on atoms. For a plural individual, x, |x| = |{y: y ⊑ x ∧ y ∈ ATOM}| and, therefore, countable predicates ought to have clearly specified atoms in their denotation (cf. Link 1983 Link , 1984 Landman 1991; Chierchia 1998 Chierchia , 2010 Rothstein 2010 among others); (ii) Singular count predicates denote sets of atoms cow = {a,b,c}. Plural predicates denote sets of sums of atoms derived via applying the operation of closure under sum to sets of atoms, cows = {a,b,c, a⊔b, a⊔c,b⊔c, a⊔b⊔c} (Link 1983) 3 ; (iii) Numerals are intersective predicate modifiers which denote sets of sums of atoms (pluralities) with n number of atomic parts, λx. |x|= n (Landman 2003 (Landman , 2004 .
Wu zhi niu in (1) is then interpreted as follows in (10). Zhi combines with the mass niu denoting the COW kind and produces a count predicate denoting the set of atomic individual instantiations of this kind (10a,b). The presupposition of zhi, that the units denoted by zhi N are units of animals, is satisfied. This count predicate is then pluralized (10c) (notice that in Mandarin the pluralization is not expressed morphologically) and modified intersectively by a numeral wu denoting the set of all pluralities (sums of atoms) with 5 atomic parts (10d). The derived expression is a plural predicate denoting the set of pluralities of individuals instantiating the COW kind where each plurality contains five atomic parts (10e). Another difference between counting classifiers in the two languages is that English counting classifiers take predicates and not kind denoting terms as their complements. This is witnessed by the data in (13) showing that complements of count classifiers can have stage-level and temporal modifiers (Rothstein in press).
(13) a. six slices of yesterday's bread b. three spoons of lightly-beaten eggs [Rothstein in press] on which they apply to mass or plural count predicates and produce a count predicate.
4 (14) a.
Five glasses of milk, for example, is compositionally interpreted as shown in (15). A classifier glass applies to a mass predicate milk and generates a count predicate denoting the set of individual glasses containing milk (15a). This predicate is pluralized 5 and modified by a numeral five (15b) resulting in a plural count predicate denoting the set of pluralities of individual glasses with milk, each of which consists of five atomic parts (15c).
Expressions with plural count complements such as five glasses of berries are interpreted analogously (16). (15) five glasses of milk a. glass of milk <e, t> = λx.
five <e,t> = λx. | x | = 5 c.
five glasses of milk <e,t> = λx. In the previous two sections we saw that counting numeral classifier constructions in English and Mandarin are plural count predicates. However, the internal semantic structures of such expressions are different in the two languages. Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1995 pursues a different idea, arguing that numeral constructions in English and Chinese are interpreted via the same mechanisms and that the difference between the two languages is only in the morphosyntax. The two papers are not identical. Here I first focus on the 1995 version. Krifka (1995) argues that nouns in both types of languages are born as mass, kind-denoting terms and require classifiers in order to combine with numerals. In Chinese classifiers are always syntactically overt, as in (17), whereas in English they are overt in some cases, as in (18a,b), and lexically concealed in other cases, as in (18c). (17) a. wu five ('natural unit' NU in the 1989 version) . It is overt in Mandarin (zhi) but lexically concealed in English. This classifier is a measure expression analogous to liter. It combines with a numeral and a kind-denoting term and produces a measure predicate denoting the set of quantities of instantiations of the kind which measure n number of object units (19).
The set of quantities of instantiations of the cow kind which measure 5 object units.
For five cows in English, Krifka (1995) proposes two possibilities for a compositional interpretation. One option is that OU classifier is built into the structure of count nouns. Krifka assumes that all count nouns are derived from root nouns which have a mass denotation and that mass nouns in English, like all nouns in Mandarin, are kind denoting terms. The OU operator applies to a kind term to give a count noun at type <n,<e,t>> (20).
The set of quantities of instantiations of the cow kind which measure 5 object units Another possibility is that the OU classifier is built into the structure of a numeral (21). Then numerals are interpreted at type <k,<e,t>> and denote relations from kinds to sets of quantities of individual instantiations of the kind.
The set of quantities of instantiations of the cow kind which measure 5 object units In either case, five cows is a measure predicate which denotes the set of quantities of instantiations of the cow kind to the amount of 5 object units.
In the proposed framework nouns in the two types of languages are mass expressions denoting kinds, and counting involves measuring quantities of instantiations of a kind. The shift from a kind to instantiations of the kind occurs by means of the object unit operator. In Chinese the OU operator is expressed by a lexical item, the classifiers. In English, www.thebalticyearbook.org Functional Unit Classifiers 12 the OU operator is built into another lexical item, either a numeral or a count noun. In the earlier version of the analysis from 1989, Krifka suggests that the individuating operator, which he then calls 'natural unit' operator, is incorporated in the structure of count nouns in English. In that version he treats mass denotations in languages of both types as predicates and not as kinds. Thus natural unit classifiers take predicates and not kind denoting terms as arguments.
Both versions of Krifka's analysis face problems. One problem is that it treats counting as a form of measuring, implying that counting constructions such as five cows/five items of furniture and measuring expressions such as five liters of water have the same semantics. Recent studies, however, have shown that measuring and counting expressions in English, and many other languages including Chinese, have different denotations and, therefore, counting and measuring ought to be different operations (Landman 2004, this volume; Rothstein 2009 , 2011 , in press, Khrizman et al. 2015 Li 2011 . The details will follow in section 5 where I will also show that the semantic contrast between counting and measuring is attested in Russian.
The second problem concerns specifically the proposal in (21). If numerals in non-classifier languages involved a concealed unit classifier in their structure they would be expected to combine felicitously with mass nouns denoting entities which naturally come in clearly distinguishable units ('naturally atomic' mass nouns (cf. Rothstein 2010), for example furniture. As shown in (22) The conclusion is then that counting constructions such as five cows in English or pjat' korov in Russian cannot be analyzed as involving measuring in natural units. But, Russian, unlike English, has the option of using classifiers štuka,čelovek and golova in its counting expressions. In this paper I will argue that constructions using these classi-fiers are indeed best analyzed as instantiating such an operation. More specifically, I shall claim that these classifiers are neither count relational nouns, as piece/glass in English are (see sec. 2.1), nor functional operators from kinds to sets of atomic individuals, as Mandarin classifiers are (see sec.2.2). Instead, they are measure operators measuring mass predicates in natural units.
ŠTUKA,ČELOVEK AND GOLOVA ARE NOT LEXICAL NOUNS
We will now see that, as observed in Sussex (1976) and Yadroff (1999) , the classifiers štuka,čelovek and golova behave as functional expressions rather than as nouns. I will show that they contrast with counting classifiers such as predmet/kusok 'item/piece' or butylka 'bottle' which are indeed nominal.
i. Descriptive content
Štuka,čelovek and golova do not contribute any novel lexical content to expressions in which they appear. This is seen in the data in (23) showing that sentences with and without a classifier do not create a contrast in meaning. Similarly to sortal classifiers in Mandarin, štuka,čelovek and golova are restricted to certain types of nouns. Štuka picks out inanimate nouns, celovek occurs with nouns denoting humans and golova takes nouns denoting farm animals (Sussex 1976) . 8 Crucially, if these restrictions are not satisfied the resulting constructions are infelicitous and not false (24) 
iii. Nominal use
These classifiers have intransitive nominal uses. However, they have different meaning and/or different grammatical properties as nouns and as classifiers. For example, as mentioned in the beginning of this section, while golova as a noun refers to a body part (25), as a classifier it makes reference to a unit of livestock (26). Intended: 'The shepherd is grazing cattle.' Yadroff (1999) points out that štuka classifier does not have any ""encyclopaedic" meaning" [Yadroff 1999:151] but is used to refer to inanimate units. We observe that štuka can be used as a content item. How-ever, as such it has a very narrow, restricted meaning. In particular it may be used to refer to an unusual or interesting object or a pattern of behavior (27) . (27) As a classifier štuka is not restricted in the same way and, as mentioned, can be used to talk about any inanimate object. Celovek also shows differences between the classifier and nominal uses. In particular, Yadroff (1999) shows thatčelovek as a noun and as a classifier have different paradigms in morphological case (28) 'There were no people in the room.'
iv. Adjectival modification
Another argument showing that štuka,čelovek and golova are not full lexical nouns is the observation that they cannot be modified by adjectives. Yadroff (1999) shows this for štuka andčelovek (30). We observe the same with golova (31). Rothstein (2009, in press ).
ŠTUKA,ČELOVEK AND GOLOVA ARE NOT OPERATORS ON KINDS
In the previous section we saw that štuka,čelovek and golova pattern with sortal classifiers in Mandarin in a variety of respects. However, unlike in Mandarin, in Russian these classifiers occur with plural count nouns. Given that Russian plural nouns can be interpreted as referring to kinds as well as predicates denoting sets of individuals (38) '10 persons of our officers' [Yadroff 1999: 146] Thirdly, bare singular nouns in Russian can have a kind interpretation, and classifiers which operate on kinds such as podvid 'subtype' can take singular count complements (42). Štuka,čelovek and golova do not occur with singular count nouns (43), but if they denote functions from kinds to instantiations of the kind, they should. The fourth argument comes from so called singulative nominals. These are nouns which are derived from mass nouns using suffixes -inka/-ina as in ris 'rice' and risinka 'a grain of rice' (see Isačenko 1960; Corbett 2000; Trugman 2013 ). The contrast in (44) and (45), shows that while ris can be interpreted either as a predicate or as a kind denoting term, its singulative counterpart risinka/risinki has only a set interpretation. Also, Trugman (2013) shows that postnominal adjectival modification, which triggers a kind interpretation, is not possible with '-inka/-ina' nouns (46), which further supports the claim that such nouns are predicates.
(46) a. kartofel' potato rozovyj pink 'the pink potato' b. #kartofel-ina potato-ina rozovaja pink [Trugman 2013, ex. 6] If štuka,čelovek and golova take kind denoting complements, they should be incompatible with nouns of this type, which apparently cannot denote kinds. This is not the case. Google search indeed encounters occurrences of štuka with such nouns (47). Given the arguments above, we must conclude that štuka,čelovek and golova take predicates and not kind-denoting terms and can therefore not be analyzed analogously to Mandarin classifiers as functions at type <k, <e,t>>.
ŠTUKA,ČELOVEK AND GOLOVA ARE MEASURE UNIT CLASSIFIERS
We have seen that štuka,čelovek and golova are neither relational nouns like counting classifiers such as piece or bottle, nor are they operators from kinds to countable predicates like Mandarin individual classifiers are. Now I will propose an alternative analysis. I will show that constructions with štuka,čelovek and golova have properties of measure predicates (e.g. five liters of water) and not of genuine count predicates (e.g. five eggs).
12 Based on this I will argue that štuka,čelovek and golova are best analyzed as a closed set of measure words analogous to liter, which measure sums of entities in terms of natural units. I shall start with a general background on the semantics of counting and measuring.
The Semantics of Counting and Measuring
Intuitively, numeral NPs divide into two subtypes. Expressions such as five boys or five items of furniture in which individual entities are counted and expressions like five liters of milk or five meters of cloth in which quantities are measured in certain units.
Linguists often assumed that counting and measuring linguistic expressions have the same grammar. Either measuring was treated as a form of counting (e.g. Lyons 1977; Gil 2013) or, conversely, counting was viewed as a form of measuring (Krifka 1989 (Krifka , 1995 . Recent studies have shown that such analyses are not adequate, because counting and measuring expressions have different denotations and, hence, ought to have a different semantics. Such an approach has been introduced and developed in Landman (2004, this volume) and Rothstein (2009; 2011; in press ; this volume). Below we briefly summarize the central points.
Measuring and counting expressions denote typally different predicates. Measuring NPs such as five liters of milk/five kilos of potatoes are mass predicates denoting sets of non-individuated quantities of entities/stuff whereas counting NPs, for example five boys/five items of furniture are plural count predicates denoting sets of sums of atomic entities (Landman 2004; this volume; Rothstein 2009; 2011; in press; this volume) . This may be seen in the distribution of the two types of expressions with respect to operators that require individuated antecedents. As shown in (48) counting NPs can be antecedents of such operators whereas measuring NPs do not allow individuation (49) (Rothstein 2009 (Rothstein , 2011 , in press; Landman this volume). The two types of predicates ought to be derived by different operations. In the Landman-Rothstein framework the two operations are distinguished as follows. Counting is a cardinal operation which applies intersectively to sets of atomic pluralities and specifies how many atomic parts each plurality has, λx. |x| =n, (50)-(51) (Link 1983 (Link , 1984 Landman 1991 Landman , 2003 Landman , 2004 . Measuring involves an intersective operation which applies to mass predicates denoting sets of non-atomic pluralities (quantities) 13 and assigns to them an overall value on a dimensional scale calibrated in certain units, λx. MEAS(x)= <n, UNIT>. This operation is expressed by measure predicates such as five liters (52) (Rothstein 2009, in press ).
(52)
Five liters of milk liter = λnλx. MEAS VOLUME (x) = <n, LITER UNIT> five liters = λx. MEAS VOLUME (x) = <5, LITER UNIT> The set of quantities which measure five liters in volume milk = λx. MILK(x) The set of quantities of milk.
five liters of milk = λx. MILK(x) ∧ MEAS VOLUME (x) = <5, LITER UNIT> The set of quantities of milk which measure 5 liters in volume Rothstein (2011) argues that morphologically count plural complements in measure expressions (e.g. five kilos of books/potatoes) shift to a mass interpretation. She supports the claim using partitive constructions such as in (53). As seen five kilos of potatoes require much and not many as a determiner which shows that the whole construction is mass and this is possible only if the complement modified by five kilos is mass. (53) Much/#many of the five kilos of potatoes remained unused.
The semantics for measuring proposed in (52), as desired, derives measuring and counting expressions as predicates of two different types. Count-ing expressions denote sets of pluralities of atomic individuals, measuring expressions denote sets of pluralities in which atomic parts are not (fully) specified. Crucially, the proposed grammatical contrast is attested in Russian. Counting and measuring expressions have different properties.
i. Agreement
In Russian, numeral subjects allow two patterns of agreement with verbs. Either plural or singular neuter is possible (54) (Franks 1995 The conclusion is that counting and measuring constructions have different properties and, therefore, a different semantics. In the following section I will show that apparently counting constructions with štuka, celovek and golova have properties of measuring constructions.
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Construction with Štuka,Čelovek and Golova are Measure Predicates
I propose that constructions with štuka,čelovek and golova are measure predicates with the classifier introducing the unit of measure in the sense of Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1995 . More specifically, these classifiers are measure operators analogous to explicit measure words such as litr 'liter'. While litr measures the pluralities in liter units (61), these classifiers measure pluralities in natural units (62). (61) pjat' litrov N→ The set of pluralities of N which measure five liters (62) pjat' štuk/čelovek/golov N→ The set of pluralities of N which measure five natural units This analysis makes two predictions. One is that the classifiers will require predicates whose referents naturally come in distinguishable units. I.e. they should occur not only with plural count nouns but also with mass nouns denoting naturally atomic entities. Second is that constructions using these classifiers will have properties of measure predicates and not of count plural predicates. In the following two subsections we will see that both predications are borne out.
Štuka,Čelovek and Golova take mass nouns as complements
Contra Sussex (1976) who assumes that štuka andčelovek always take count complements I show that these classifiers do occur with mass nouns (63)- (65). (63) Golova classifier is also used with mass nouns (66). The conclusion is then that štuka,čelovek and golova require complements which make reference to entities which are associated with clearly distinguishable objects/units. This is exactly what we would expect if štuka,čelovek and golova were referring to natural units of P.
Constructions with Štuka,Čelovek and Golova have Properties of Measure Expressions
Now I will show that the properties of constructions with štuka,čelovek and golova are characteristic of measuring expressions and not of count- Numeral constructions with and without štuka,čelovek and golova cannot always be used interchangeably with each other. These classifiers occur naturally in measure contexts making reference to the quantity properties of a collection of individuals, but are often degraded in count contexts in which the identification or identity of the individual atomic parts of the group must be salient. For example, two cows may be referred to either as dve korovy 'two cows' or as dve golovy skota 'two head of livestock'. Dve korovy is felicitous in both, a count context in (68a) where we refer to two individual cows lying by the river and a measure context in (68b) where we refer to an overall quantity of livestock owned by a household. Dve golovy skota on the other hand is felicitous only in the measure context (69). Conversely, pjat' golov svinej 'five head of pigs' is very natural when used to describe the capacity of the factory (70a) whereas the variant without a classifier is infelicitous in the same context (70b). It has been argued independently that some apparently count constructions on approximative interpretation involve measuring and not counting (e.g. Li & Rothstein 2012 for Mandarin). have shown that Russian inverted constructions with an approximative interpretation as in (71), including those which look like genuine count expressions (71b), denote measure predicates. Thus following , while pjat' knig is a genuine count expression, its inverted variant knig pjat' involves measuring and not counting. Crucially, while štuka,čelovek and golova are acceptable but often sound redundant in non-inverted numeral constructions, they are very natural and clearly not redundant in inverted constructions (cf. Sussex 1976; Matushansky 2015) . In particular, many speakers think that, out of context, constructions such as in (72) Furthermore, Matushansky (2015) observes that inverted constructions are in fact more natural with classifiers than without them (74). So, štuka,čelovek and golova are natural and even obligatory in approximative inversion constructions. Given the independently made claim that all inverted expressions are measure predicates, this distributional pattern is further evidence that štuka,čelovek and golova are used as units of measure.
iii. Decrease in animacy
Russian distinguishes between inanimate and inanimate forms of paucal numerals in accusative NPs (77) [Matushansky & Ruys 2015a] iv. Numerals cannot be Dropped
In section 3 we saw that in construction with štuka,čelovek and golova numerals cannot be dropped (80), as opposed to count classifier constructions with nominal classifiers such as butylka 'bottle' or kusok 'piece' Furthermore, the syntactic dependency on numerals has been shown to characterize measuring expressions in other languages as well. For example, Zhang (2011); Li & Rothstein (2012) show that in Chinese a numeral can be omitted on the individuating interpretation and cannot on the measure reading (83). Thus the syntactic dependency on a numeral observed in constructions with optional classifiers also suggests that the latter are measure constructions. As mentioned štuka,čelovek and golova optionally occur with count nouns but in some cases they are used with naturally atomic mass complements. Count nouns do not require a classifier to be counted. Naturally atomic mass nouns, even though they make reference to entities which come in individuated units grammatically, cannot be counted directly and do require a classifier. If štuka andčelovek were count/individuating classifiers we would predict them to be more frequent and more natural with naturally atomic mass nouns than with count nouns. However, exactly the opposite is true. The use of štuka is possible but highly restricted with mass nouns. Not every naturally atomic mass noun is a felicitous complement (92). These observations also strongly suggest that these items are not counting classifiers used to create grammatically count predicates from naturally atomic mass predicates and that constructions using them do not involve grammatical counting.
vii. Štuka occurs with genuine individuating unit classifiers.
In Russian there is a class of (nominal) individuating unit classifiers which occur with naturally atomic nouns such as kartofel 'potato', malina 'raspberry' etc. (94) (Isačenko 1960 If štuka were an individuating unit classifier whose function is to map mass predicates onto count it would be infelicitous in (95) where this function is fulfilled by an explicit individuator 'tuber'.
To conclude, the arguments presented in the previous two subsections give a good reason to treat expressions with štuka,čelovek and golova as measure expressions in which the classifiers introduce a unit of measure. In the following section we offer the compositional interpretation.
Compositional Interpretation
I propose that štuka,čelovek and golova are measure words which measure sums of entities in terms of natural units. I model the interpretation of these classifiers on measure expressions such as litr 'liter' in Rothstein's (2009; in press) and Partee and Borschev's (2012) framework.
A. Syntax
I assume that constructions with štuka,čelovek and golova have the syntax of measure expressions such as pjat' litrov moloka 'five liters of milk' (96). The classifier first combines with the numeral to form a measure phrase, which then modifies a mass predicate expressed by a morphological plural or mass noun. Štuka,čelovek and golov, analogously to measure words such as litr, are functions at type <n,<e,t>> from numbers to measure predicates denoting sets of sums of entities which measure n number of units on a dimensional scale, λnλx. MEAS DIMENSION (x) = <n, UNIT> (Landman 2004; Rothstein 2009 Rothstein , 2011 Partee & Borschev 2012) . A scale is defined as a triple in (97). (97) A scale is a triple <D, U, N>:
• D is a dimension (volume, weight etc)
• U is the unit in terms of which the scale is calibrated (liters, kilos etc.)
• N is a set of numbers (the natural numbers, the real numbers etc)
Litr for example is associated with a volume scale calibrated in liter units (98).
(98) Scale: < VOL,LITER, N> liter = λnλx. MEAS VOLUME (x) = <n, LITER UNIT> I follow Rothstein (in press) in assuming that measuring pluralities in terms of natural/object units involve cardinal scales with an arbitrary dimension (99).
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(99) S= <⊥ , NU, N> :
• The dimension is arbitrary.
• Calibration is in terms of Natural Units (NU)
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• N is the set of natural numbers.
Štuka,čelovek and golov denote functions at type <n,<e,t>> from numbers to predicates denoting the sets of sums of objects which measure n number of natural units on the cardinality scale. The full compositional derivation of constructions with štuka,čelovek and golov are presented in (100)-(102). For example, pjat' štuk jaic 'five eggs' is interpreted as follows in (100). Štuk combines with the numeral pjat' to produce a measure predicate denoting the set of sums of objects which measure 5 natural units. Štuk introduces a presupposition that the measured N must be inanimate. When pjat' štuk combines with a noun jaic the presupposition is satisfied. The derived predicate then denotes the set of quantities of eggs which measure 5 natural units. Expressions witȟ celovek and golova are interpreted analogously but involve different presuppositions (101)-(102).
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(100) pjat' štuk jaic 'five eggs' five n = 5 štuk <n,<e,t>> = λnλx. MEAS(x) = <n, NATURAL UNIT> Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is inanimate} pjat' štuk <e,t> = λx. MEAS (x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT > Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is inanimate} jaic <e,t> = λx. EGG(x) pjat' štuk jaic <e,t> = λx. EGG(x) ∧ MEAS (x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT> Paraphrase: The set of pluralities of eggs whose measure value is 5 on the cardinality scale calibrated in natural units (101) pjat'čelovek stroitelej 'five builders' five n = 5 čelovek <n,<e,t>> = λnλx. MEAS(x) = <n, NATURAL UNIT> Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is human} pjat'čelovek <e,t> = λx. MEAS (x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT> Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is human} stroitelej <e,t> = λx. BUILDER(x) pjat'čelovek stroitelej <e,t> = λx. BUILDER(x) ∧ MEAS(x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT> Paraphrase: The set of pluralities of builders whose measure value is 5 on the cardinality scale calibrated in natural units (102) pjat' golov korov 'five cows' five n = 5 golov <n,<e,t>> = λnλx. MEAS(x) = <n, NATURAL UNIT> Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is a farm animal} pjat' golov <e,t> = λx. MEAS (x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT> Presupposition: x ∈ {x: x is a farm animal} korov <e,t> = λx. COW(x) pjat' golov korov <e,t> = λx. COW(x) ∧ MEAS (x) = <5, NATURAL UNIT> Paraphrase: The set of pluralities of cows whose measure value is 5 on the cardinality scale calibrated in natural units
In the proposed analysis štuka,čelovek and golova instantiate an operation similar to that proposed in Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1995 . However, the presented account differs from Krifka's proposal in two respects:
(i) Krifka (1995) assumes that complements in measure constructions denote kinds and analyzes measure classifiers at type <k,<n,<e,t>>>. We saw that štuka,čelovek and golova take predicates and not kind-denoting complements. I thus followed Landman (2004) ; Rothstein (2009) and Partee & Borschev (2012) in assuming that measure words denote functions from number to predicates, i.e. <n,<e,t>>. Such an analysis is also different from Krifka's (1989) proposal in which measure words are inherently heads of modifiers at type <n,<<e,t>,<e,t>>>.
(ii) Krifka (1989 Krifka ( , 1995 does not distinguish counting and measuring. In his analysis measuring in terms of natural units is in fact counting. We saw that in Russian counting and measuring are different operations. I argued that measuring in terms of natural units/cardinalities indeed occurs in pjat' golov korov but not in pjat' korov which involves genuine counting of atoms. Crucially, measuring in terms of cardinalities is still different from counting. Counting involves accessing the internal structure of atomic pluralities and identifying how many atoms each sum has. This requires individuating the denotation in terms of atoms. Measuring in terms of cardinality involves assigning a value to an overall quantity of naturally atomic objects without necessarily individuating the atoms.
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CONCLUSION
The paper explored a subclass of optional classifiers štuka,čelovek and golova. We saw that these classifiers are different from nominal classifiers such as kusok 'piece' or butylka 'bottle'. They form a closed set of functional expressions and, prima facie, look very much like counting unit (sortal) classifiers in Mandarin. I showed that apparently count constructions using these classifiers in fact have properties of measure predicates. Given that, I argued that štuka,čelovek and golova are not individuating operators but are measure words which measure predicates in terms of natural units.
15 For alternative proposals on the syntax of numeral (measure) classifier constructions see Landman (this volume) for English, Matushansky (2015) ; Matushansky & Ruys (2015a); Yadroff (1999) Rothstein analyzes such cardinal comparisons as involving a measure function which maps a quantity of naturally atomic objects to the value on a cardinal scale which reflects the number of their atomic parts.
17 I adopt Rothstein's (2011) semantics for measuring and assume that morphologically count plural complements in (100)-(102) shift to a mass interpretation, i.e. denote sets of non-atomic pluralities. An alternative proposal would be that these constructions involve measuring of count plural denotations (grammatically atomic pluralities). Working out the details of this proposal is beyond the scope of this paper.
